Abstract-When the various genotypes (AA{, A Aj) of an autosomal locus do not reproduce and contribute equally to the genetic composition of the next generation, we say that the "fitness" values of the genotypes are different, or that there is natural selection on the genotypes. Under natural selection, the average fitness for a random mating population increases with time until a stationary state is reached. This communication gives a general expression for the amount of increase of the average fitness per generation of selection. It was found that the amount of increase depends largely on the linear or additive component of the variance of the genotype fitness values and, to a lesser extent, on the dominance pattern for the values of heterozygote fitness relative to those of homozygote fitness.
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With respect to one autosomal locus with multiple alleles, the fact that in a random mating population the average genotypic fitness increases from generation to generation (until stationary state is reached) has been shown by various authors using various methods. If v-= fv is the average fitness of a given generation t, and av-+1 = fv' is that of the next generation through random mating, these authors (Scheuer and Mandel; ' Mulholland and Smith; 2 Atkinson, Watterson, and Moran; 3 Kingman4) have shown Wl > fv, until the stationary state in' = fv is reached. Mandel and Hughes5 give an explicit expression for the quantity Arv = W' -W, assuming that a stable stationary state involving such alleles exists; and the quantity Arv is expressed in terms of small deviations of the current gene frequencies from the stationary values. In the present communication, the writer supplies a general expression for the increment without such restrictions.
For simplicity and concreteness the following account is based on three alleles.
Let pi, p,3 be the frequencies of the alleles Al, A2, A3, respectively, and pi + P2 + P3-1 =O. Let wij be the relative fitness value of the genotype AjAj.
Then, in a random mating population, the average fitness is
where (p -) is the row vector, (p) is the column vector, and (W) is the matrix of the genotype fitness values. On multiplication, expression (1) assumes the more familiar form:
where aDl = p1wn1 + p2w12 + p3wt3 may be regarded as the average fitness of allele Al. Expressions for aD2 and av3 are similar. The new gene frequencies (indicated by prime) after the operation of selection are Pi' = pie-/i, so that Aps = pi' -pi = pi(wi -e)/wel (3) where i = 1,2,3,. . ., and I(Api) = 0. Substitution of the new gene frequencies pi' in (1) yields the new average fitness a", so that the increment AMe = V -v may be found. In order to obtain an explicit expression, we need two quantities defined as follows: The proof of (6) may be executed in various ways; the following is based on. the generalized Taylor's expansion of a function of several variables. We may regard the function as follows: f= f(p1,p2,p3) and fV = (P1',P2',P3%
where the prime indicates the fitness of the next generation and f is the homogeneous function of the second degree given by (2). Taylor's expansion gives fw' I = fvw + Dtvw + 1/2D2wVj (7) where D represents the operations of partial differentiation D= Ap1 +Ap2 +AP3 Ipl dP2 dOP3 and D2 is the symbolic square of the expression above and represents the operations of second partial differentiation. The values of the various derivatives are to be evaluated at (p1,p2,p3). The expression (7) is exact, as all higher derivatives vanish.
Noting that 0dwjdpi = 2fv'i, and substituting the expression (3) for Api, we (7) and transposing the term w, we obtain (6), completing the proof.
Several special cases may be mentioned. When there are only two alleles with frequencies p and q, Ap + Aq = 0, and (Ap)2 = (Aq)2 = -(Ap)(Aq).
Then the quantity Z reduces to Z = (Ap)2w11 -2w12 + w2], which is the result obtained previously by Li.6 Another special case is that there is no dominance in fitness values, viz., Wij = 1/2(Wii + Wej). It may be readily verified that in such a case Z = 0. Thus, the value of Z is due to dominance in genotype fitness values.
Turner (Appendix III)1 argued that the increment in average fitness for multiple alleles is, in terms of present notation, Aw= Qf-+ ib), (8) where WI'i = TpiWij. It is known that expression (8) By direct calculation, we find that the average fitness in the next generation is fV = Zwijpi'pj' = 2.452, so that the increment is Aib = 0.452. Using (4) and (5), we find that Q = 0.360 and Z = 0.092, so that our formula (6) 
